Abstract. Based on MUSIC-LIKE algorithm, an improved algorithm for multiple source direction of arrival estimation was proposed to resolve the problem, the enabled estimation number of source for traditional direction of arrival estimation algorithm restricted by the size of the antenna array. The computations and the matrix dimension were reduced by constructed new fourth cumulate matrix, the number of direction estimation was increased by smoothing computation snapshots based on MFOC-MUSIC algorithm. The spatial spectrum measuring error was decreased by smoothing the virtual array extended by fourth order cumulate. Simulation results proved that the proposed algorithm can find more direction of arrival than MFOC-MUSIC algorithm, improve the direction of arrival resolution ratio, and inhibit the influence of gaussian white noise to direction of arrival estimation
Introduction
As the estimation of direction of arrival (DOA) widely used on the radar, sonar, geological exploration and radio astronomy and other fields, higher requirement was proposed on the DOA algorithm. However, the number of spatial sources accurately estimated was restricted by the antenna array size. Since Dogan M C, Mendel J M [1] - [3] proposed the fourth order cumulate could bring about the virtual array units, more and more scholar started to discuss the way to expand the number of the virtual array to increase the accurately estimated spatial sources, such as Porat B and Friedlander B [4] put forward the MUSIC-LIKE algorithm and Shan Zhilong [5] found the effect of the rank of matrix on estimation direction. Based on the theory of virtual array expanded, Tang Jianhong [6] proposed the MFOC-MUSIC algorithm to reduce the computational. However, most of the algorithm were restricted by the size of array size. In this paper, we reduced the error of measurement by smoothing the virtual array and increased the number of direction estimated by smoothing the consequence of snapshot spatial spectral function. The result of simulation indicates that the improved algorithm for multiple source direction of arrival estimation could estimate more direction than the MFOC-MUSIC algorithm and weaken the influence of the measurement error on estimation. 
,where () t S was indicated the signal source, the () t N indicated the noise vector, the steering vector of the antenna is given as 
The algorithm of MUSIC-LIKE
As for ULA, the array guidance vector was given as form equation (2) 
The MUSIC-LIKE algorithm need to decompose the matrix from the equation (1) to obtain the eigenvalues. Then, the algorithm took the eigenvector into the equation (6) to obtain the direction of the signal arrival.
The algorithm of MFOC-MUSIC
Based on the Kronecker product, the dimensions of the MUSIC-LIKE matrix and the computation of the algorithm raise up. For example, the matrix 
( 
The improved algorithm for multiple source direction of arrival estimation
The MFOC-MUSIC algorithm reduced the fourth order cumulant computation and the dimension of the matrix, nevertheless, the algorithm could not increase the number of the estimation source. Based on the MFOC-MUSIC algorithm, the paper proposed the improved algorithm for multiple source direction of arrival estimation. The algorithm expanded the number of the estimation source and reduced the measurement error by increased the number of snapshots and smoothed the consequence of the spatial spectrum function.
The principle of the algorithm
Compared the equation (5) with the equation (7), the paper proposed the new fourth order cumulant matrix showed, the index of the first virtual array was () kM k + , and the next index of the first virtual array was ( 1) kM k +− . The rest index could be done in the same manner, so that the mth index of the first virtual was ( 1) kM k m + − + , the paper smoothed the data of the same virtual array with different index as the new virtual array. When the 5 M = , the () a  was given as(9), the () b  was given as(10), the model was showed as figure 2,black circle depicted the real sensor elements, the polygon depicted the virtual sensor elements, the white circle depicted the ULA, respectively . The algorithm smoothed the data of the polygon column to the white circle sensor elements as the new sensor elements. , we got the eigenvector of the matrix, respectively as signal subspace eigenvectors and noise subspace eigenvectors. Then took the eigenvector into equation (6) to get the spatial spectrum value. Afterwards, we smoothed the different spatial spectrum value as the new spatial spectrum value. The direction of the spike value was the estimated signal directions.
The flow of the algorithm
(1) Got the () t X from the real sensor elements and Kronecker product to get the fourth order cumulant matrix (11) showed to get the new fourth order cumulant matrix 
Simulation
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm and the MFOC-MUSIC algorithm was investigated and compared with the performance of the number of accurately estimation directions.
Test 1
We consider , got 512 spots for every snapshot, and consider smoothed 10 snapshots as an new snapshots data. Compared the algorithm with MFOC-MUSIC algorithm on the term of the estimation number of the direction, the simulation result was presented at figure3. As the result depicted the improved algorithm for multiple source direction of arrival estimation could estimate more number of the signal direction than the MFOC-MUSIC algorithm. So that, the paper proposed algorithm can increase the number of estimation direction based on the limit ULA.
Test 2
In order to explore the influence of the volume of data on the experiment, we add the spots from the 512 for every snapshot to 2048 for every snapshot, and we took the same experiment as test1. The result was presented on figure4. Based on the condition of test1 experiment, we add the spots of the MFOC-MUSIC algorithm for every snapshot from 512 to 2048, and the spots of the paper proposed remain unchanged. The simulation result is presented as figure5. As seen from figure4 and figure5, it is depicted that the number of the spots for every snapshot could not increase the number of estimation direction.
Conclusion
As simulation result showed, the improved algorithm for multiple source direction of arrival estimation greatly increased the number of estimation direction by smoothed the spatial spectrum value of the different snapshots compared with MFOC-MUSIC algorithm. The algorithm which proposed by the paper reduced the computation at the same time by deleting the repeated data of the matrix. And the algorithm reduced the measurement error by smoothed the data from the same virtual array.
